Play study in frustration
Speech and Drama
press release

apartment she shares with her
son Tom, and her daughter
A wistful "memory" play, The Laura, and a large photograph of
Glass Menagerie, written by a their father who long ago
leading
c o n t e m p o r a r y deserted the family.
Amanda's constant scoldings
playwright, Tennessee Williams,
will be presented by the Taylor and directions have driven Tom
University Theatre and Trojan to the unrealistic world of the
Players in the Little Theatre, Art movies. Laura's separation from
and Theatre Building on March reality stems from being a
13,14,15 and 16, at 8:15 p.m. The cripple and from her mother's
production is sponsored by the intensive desire to thrust her into
Speech and Drama Department society. She lives in her own
at Taylor and is under the dreams of worn-out phonograph
direction of Jessie Rousselow, records and glass animals. Into
assistant professor of speech and this world comes the gentleman
caller,
a
well-adjusted
drama.
aggressive young man named
The Glass Menagerie is a study Jim O'Connor, who works with
in frustration. The play relates a Tom at the factory and whom
remembered interval in the lives Tom has invited home for dinner.
of the Wingfield family. Amanda Amanda's hopes for the gen
Wingfield is a faded, tragic tleman caller collapse when Jim
remnant of Southern gentility reveals he is engaged to another
struggling to maintain some girl.
dignity in the dingy St. Louis
Tennessee Williams became

Staff gives $86,000;
passes original goal
by Dale Grimes
ECHO feature writer
At a time when stewardship is
all but disregarded due to
recessional trends in our
economy, it is reassuring to
discover that Taylor is not
plagued by a funds crisis.
Over the two year period, 19711973. the Taylor faculty and staff
gave in excess of $86,000. "This
incredible support surpasses the
original pledge by nearly
$10,000," reported Samuel
Delcamp, vice president for
development. "The university's
salary structure of a 3 per cent
annual increase during this
pledge period was significantly
under the rising cost of living
index; consequently, the spirit of
the people who made those
generous gifts under those cir
cumstances
was
most
gratifying," Delcamp added.
Recently a glassware collec
tion was presented by a member
of the Taylor faculty and War
den's Glass and China in Muncie,
to be used in the Dining Com
mon's Braden Room. The
collection of Fostoria and Viking
Coin-Glass are an enhancement
to the formal dining atmosphere

of the private conference and
banquet facility. Several dif
ferent glassware selections were
brought to campus to be
displayed in the Braden Room.
The deep-ruby goblets and ac
cessories were chosen because
they provided the most elegant
contrast with the existing dinner
furnishings.
To complement the new
glassware, the Friendship Guild,
a Taylor service organization,
provided funds for a china
cabinet in which to display the
dining service in the Braden
Room. The Mediterranean-style
breakfront, created by the
Broyhill Company, is constructed
of solid pecan which gives a
warm brown high-gloss finish.
The ornate carvings and the
richness of the hardware add a
unique refinement to the breakfront.
Milo Rediger, president,
stated, "This combined gift
represents a contribution just
under $1,000. It is very en
couraging that the faculty and
staff of Taylor University con
tribute so generously of their
means in the support of various
pledges and projects."

THIS COLLECTION of ruby Fostoria and Viking glassware

recently was donated to Taylor to be used in the Braden Room of
the Dining Commons. ECHO photo by Scott McBeth.

one of this country's most suc
cessful dramatists in the 1940's
and 1950's after the appearance
of The Glass Menagerie (1944)
and A Streetcar Named Desire
1947). Although his writing is
often said to be filled with sensationalsim, Williams has striven
for and often achieved "Theatre
Poetry" in his depiction of fear,
suffering and loneliness.
The role of Amanda will be
played by Marilyn Jones and the
part of Tom by Don McLaughlin.
Krista Blosser will assume the
role of Laura with Clyde Tucker
as the gentleman caller, Jim. Set
lighting and costume design is by
Harvey ,Campbell, instructor of
speech and drama. The set is the
Wingfield's tenement apartment
in the 1930's with appropriate
furnishings, semi-realistic in
relation with the created
"memory." Costumes will be
typical of the period of the play.
Those interested in attending
are encouraged to make reser
vations in advance. Tickets are
available at the Box Office in the
basement of the Speech and
Drama Building from 1 to 5 p.m.
There is no charge if you have an
I.D. card.

KRISTA BLOSSER and Marilyn Jones play lead roles in the

contemporary drama "The Glass Menagerie."
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Masked men rob bank
by Alathea Coleman
ECHO associate editor
"We've been robbed!" Words
like these were exclaimed by the
tellers and customers of the
United Bank of Upland last
Friday, March 1, when it was
robbed by three masked men.
At 9:45 a.m., two masked and
armed men entered the back
door of the Upland Bank. One of
the men was carrying a shotgun,
the other a starter pistol loaded
with blanks. The Vice President
of the bank saw the pair enter the
rear door and stepped on a silent
alarm button that rung in the
police stations in Hartford City,
Gas City and Swayzee.

three drawers that contained the
least money. They did not enter
the open vault in the same room.
Contrary to earlier reports the
men got away with only slightly
over $4,000.

that was hidden along the road.
He told police that there were
only two men who got out of the
get-away car. Police are still
searching for the missing man,
who might be wounded.

As the two men left the bank by
the rear door, they were met by
Jim Johnson, deputy marshall,
who fired once. The third man
had remained in the car with the
motor running. Johnson thinks he
may have wounded one of the
men because the man entered the
get-away car holding his
shoulder. No blood stains were
found anywhere in the abandoned
car, however.

By last Monday afternoon,
police still had little information
on the bandits but several law
enforcement agencies are
working on the case. The FBI, the
Indiana State Police and the
Grant County Police Department
are all involved in the hunt. The
State Police conducted a houseto-house search Friday afternoon
of some farms along Route 26
where a wounded man had been
reported. They found nothing.

Johnson, himself, was shot
twice, once in the left arm and
The men were wearing ski again in the left side. He was
masks which covered their faces. operated on Monday at the
Over the masks, they had pulled Marion General Hospital; he was
the hoods of the sweat suits that not in serious condition. Johnson
each was wearing. Each man resigned from the police force
also wore gloves and tennis Saturday morning at the
shoes.
hospital.
Within minutes, the men had
"very politely" told the
The get-away car was stolen
customers and tellers to lie down earlier Friday morning from the
on the floor, "this is a stickup." RCA parking lot in Marion. It had
One of the armed men held the already been reported to the
starter pistol to the head of the police.
window teller. No one was aware
Twenty minutes after the
until the pistol was recovered
later that it contained only bandits left the bank, a farmer,
John Troyer, notified police that
blanks.
he had found the get-away car
The men took the cash, mostly abandoned in the gravel pit on
$5's, $10's and$2()'s, from the first County Road 700Sofith about four;
three cash draivers. According to miJjesS southwest of Upland.
Roger Brown, deputy marshall, Troyet sbserved the men-get out
the men took the cash from the of the firet car and enter another

According to Brown, the last
three robberies in this area in the
last year-and-a-half have all been
on Friday, the day when banks
usually have the most money, on
hand. He and the other officials
feel that there is no connection
between this robbery and the
others because the people who
participated in the others are
now either in prison or dead. Only
one woman has been released on
bail.
This is the first bank robbery in
Upland since 1924 when John
Dillenger's gang robbed the old
bank, located in the present Avis
Products building. The leader of
that robbery was One-Arm Wolf.
He and the other members of that
particular robbery were caught
the sjjme week in another town.
The money was all recovered.
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Pull up a chair;
sit on the floor
Chapels and chapel attendance have
always been stressed as an important aid
to spiritual growth at Taylor. Because of
its importance, chapel attendance is, in
essence, required of all students and
faculty. As the Student Life Handbook
states: "All full-time students are ex
pected to attend all chapel services and
convocations."
However, an interesting paradox
arises at this point. If all students do
attend chapel, as is expected of them,
many will find themselves without a seat.
Those who do find places to sit will more
than likely be crammed together on
bleachers, attempting to balance books
and winter coats on their knees, while at
the same time hoping not to knock their
neighbors' umbrellas through the cracks
in the bleachers. Once students have
gotten themselves settled into a position
which, if not comfortable is at least
tolerable, they are usually asked to rise
and sing the last verse of the morning's
hymn, after which the process of finding
a partially comfortable position begins

once again.
The problem is quite obvious. There is
not adequate bleacher space to seat all
the students and faculty who are "ex
pected" to attend chapel each day. But
the solution is really not that difficult.
Why not set up the folding chairs, which
lie unused except for Sundays and special
occasions? We realize that the chairs will
have to be set up and taken down before
and after every chapel, and that this will
mean work for someone, but if chapels
are as important at Taylor as we say they
are, the extra effort would seem
worthwhile.
If Taylor students and faculty really
are expected to attend all chapels, then it
would seem reasonable that provisions
could be made so that everyone would
have at least a semi-comfortable seat. If
enough seats are not provided and those
people who do have seats are un
comfortably packed together, then the
ultimate result can only be to discourage
chapel attendance.

The editorial policy of this paper is determined by the editorial board. Opinions expressed as
ECHO editorial policy are the responsibility of the editor and the editorial board, and do not
express the official opinion of Taylor University. Signed columns, letters to the editor, and
other signed materials represent only the individual opinions of their authors.

Rates affect periodicals
The postage increase that went into
effect on March 2 not only raised the cost
of first-class mail, but also elevated the
second-class postage rate. Newspapers
and magazines, materials sent by this
class of postage, are faced with these
drastic increases and, eventually, these
increases will pose a threat to their
existence. By 1976, magazines and
newspapers will have to pay their full
share of the postal expense - - which will
cause an increase of at least 200 per cent
in second-class postage over that of 1970.
For 200 years, it has been the policy of
the United States postal system to act as
a service to the American public. As an
educational service to Americans,
Benjamin Franklin instituted the policy
of special reduced rates for periodicals.
The periodical then, as today, was
considered to be one of the most powerful
mediums of education and com
munication for the public.
In the Postal Reorganization Act of
1970, the postal system was converted
from a service to a semi-independent
business operation. Thinking along
corporate economic lines, Congress
therefore enacted a provision that
required all classes of mail, including
special second class material to "pay
their own way" by 1976. But this

business-like approach has proven to be
non-viable. The assumption that this type
of economic tactic would make for a
more efficient postal system is wrong.
Postal delivery is the same or worse than
before the Reorganization Act, and yet
there is that increasing rate of 200 per
cent on second-class mail.
The present postal system should
either revert to being a service operation,
or face the consequences of establishing
itself as a business operation - - i.e.,
competition. If the system attempts to
turn back to the service approach, it
could continue in its historic role of doing
what is intrinsically implied: providing
service. Its usefulness would be activated
again by providing the special low rate to
periodicals. How would this profit the
American public? "The reason that the
founding
fathers
believed
that
newspapers and magazines should be
transmitted at preferential rates," states
historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., "was
because they perceived a powerful public
interest in the dissemination of in
formation and opinion." This truth is selfevident today. To rid periodicals of the
special rate and, in effect, threaten their
existence, would defeat the democratic
principle of education for the masses.
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Letters to the Editor
An added note as to one of the
reasons there is a smaller
selection of salads and desserts,
etc. after 6 p.m. This is because
Editor,
This is in response to the many students take two desserts
chronic complainer's letter and more than their share of
regarding Taylor's food service. salads. I am guilty of this at
I would like to start by reminding times.
The point I really want to stress
everyone that from time to time
throughout the year Mr. Bier- is this: No one should write on an
mann makes it known that he issue unless they have done some
would be glad to have us talk with research and tried to acquire
him and discuss any problems or some understanding of it.
It is an often heard fact that
questions we may have. I feel it
would have been a much more Taylor has one of the finest food
manly gesture if this had been services of any college or other
institution in the region. I agree.
done.
It was evident that the writer Thank you Mr. Biermann and
does not know what is involved in staff.
A1 Herriman
preparing meals for 1200 people.
How many of us have the ability
to know how much baked ham,
meat loaf, beef and noodles, or
pork chops to prepare for a very Dear Editor,
large group of people whose
This is in response to the article
attendance and choice varies called "leftover food" in the
every day of the week? It was March 1, 1974 issue of the Echo.
also mentioned how leftovers are First of all, leftovers are not
served after 6:05 p.m. This served to those who come after
person certainly did very little we run out of the scheduled food;
research before writing. If the it is always fresh food that is
matter was looked into, it would fixed. Why do you in the 6:15 p.m.
be realized that, should they run crowd, think that you must wait
out of the listed menu, fresh food for more (and different) food to
is prepared, either the same food be brought out? (Because we are
as on the menu or something just just preparing it!) However, we
as good.
can make leftovers available if
Does this person realize what it we fix an over-abundance of food,
would cost if extra amounts of in the first place; thus making it
food were prepared just to ensure possible for the 6:15 p.m. crowd
that everyone had the same
to have the same quality, same
choice as those who eat early?
quantity and same choice as the 5
And wouldn't it be logical to
p.m. crowd.
attach this added cost to the
It is impossible for us to ac
student's room and board fees? curately determine how many
And supposing they did prepare students are going to take which
more than was necessary, you
meat available, forcing us to
could then certainly expect
prepare different food for those
leftovers within the next few
who come after 6 p.m. By the
days.
same token, since the salads are
on an unlimited, help-yourself
Sports Writers
Brenda
basis, it is virtually impossible to
Hendrickson, Michael Server
Allen Matthews
figure which salads will be eaten
Photography Editor Scott McBeth
first. Here again, it is not our
Photography Staff . . John Kaiser,
fault if 75 per cent of the salads
Rob Myers.
are gone if we are to provide
Headline Editor . . . Debbie Carter
Copy Editor
Jenny Hankins
fresh food to all students, and as
Columnists
Chris Newman,
for the desserts, don't blame us
Gloria Nussbaum.
entirely; i.e., many students take
Advertising Staff
Mark
more than one dessert.
Francis, Terry Reeder, Kim
Think
about
this:
do
Watkins.
restaurants ever run out- of a
Advisers
M. Walker, R
Jenkinson.
certain food? From our ex
perience, we have found that they
Sr.y*
during the
do.
holiday* end

No leftovers

Fresh

vacation* by the ECHO staff
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We would also like to point out

that the food here at Taylor is a
lot better than food served on
many campuses of comparable
size. Granted, every dish can not
Cont. on page 7
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Innovative ideas fail
by Judy Oyer
ECHO perspective editor
For years those persons under
age 25 have been able to
remember their parents and
grandparents reminiscing about
the "good old days" when a loaf
of breadcost merely a dime. Few
college students have any
recollection of those happier days
but all of us have been witnesses
to the fast rise in the cost of
sending a letter.
In 1971, Congress decided that
the mail service could be handled
more efficiently if it were
divorced from the legislative
body and made into an in
dependent operation. The result
was the U.S. Postal Service,
created to speed up mail service
and to cut costs.
Most Americans are quick to
point out that costs have not been
cut. The price of a first class
letter has risen from four cents to
10 cents, a 150 per cent increase.
It has been estimated that the
postal agency handles 90 billion
pieces of mail each year. At 10
cents per letter, the red-whiteand-blue uniformed men are
taking in approximately nine
billion dollars yearly. Such

figures have made many wonder
where
this
non-profit
organization spends all of its
money.
Steps are being taken to speed
up the mail service. A new
system for the forwarding of mail
is being introduced in some areas
around the country. Daily a half
million pieces of mail are not
deliverable as addressed. It is the
job of the mail carrier to cross
out and re-write on the envelope
the forwarding address.
Centralized Mechanical Mark
up is the new system being tried
to save the postman's time
making these address changes.
Undeliverable mail is returned to
the post office where clerks readdress it. Estimates are that
this new system saves the
postman 30 minutes a day and
costs the clerks 20 minutes. The
net time saved is 10 minutes per
working day. The value of a
whole new system that saves only
10 minutes is being questioned by
many.
Other time-saving devices are
being introduced. Giant mail
boxes called "cluster boxes" are
being placed at the ends of
streets. Instead of making the
customary stop at each home, the

Sacred cows get
jabs of madmen
by Robin Deich
ECHO perspective writer
The days of Thomas Nast and
lis famous depiction of the
Jnited States as Uncle Sam are
vaning, being replaced instead
>y a cluster of self-proclaimed
nadmen, cartoonists who feel
hemselves crazy enough to jab
ociety's sacred cows. Attacking
ubjects ranging from Watergate
the Vietnam war to the oil
hortage, four young cartoonists
i particular
have
been
ecognized by the March 2 issue
f the National Observer.
One satirist, conservative
artoonist and Pulitzer prize
'inner Jeff MacNelly of Richlond's News Leader, explained
is technique for creativity. He
tated that he watches television
ommercials or news programs
ecause "absurdities there will
e recognized by everyone else."
colleague, Tony Auth of the
'hiladelphia Inquirer, keeps a
st of both political events and
urrent happenings explaining.
WhenIsee a political event and
news event cross,Iknow I'min

business.
Graphic social and political
commentaries hand-cranked by
these two men and fellows Mike
Peters of Dayton, and 23-year-old
Doug Marlette of Charlotte,
include epigrams such as "Mrs.
P.N. of Key Biscayne saved 300
gallons of fuel on her way to the
grocery - - her pilot stayed under
50 m.p.h." and this comment
about the discovery of "a juniper
root shaped like two tape reels.
Found in a garden at the White
House."

mailman drops all of one street's
mail off at one place. The postal
planners designing these in
novative ideas foresaw the
cluster boxes as meeting places
for the community.
For the most part, reactions to
the "cluster boxes" and other
new ideas of the postal service,
like the 10 cent stamp, are
unenthusiastic. The "central
mark-up system" is supposed to
save time and the "cluster
boxes" are supposed to save
money but the consensus seems
to be that the mail is getting
slower and more expensive and
that maybe the best idea would
be to revert back to the Pony
Express.

'Dr. Henry'

Kissinger credible man
by Jerry Garrett
ECHO perspective writer
In the past year, politicians
have been raked over the
proverbial coals. The once highly
respected leaders are now the
scape-goats for our domestic
dilemmas. But on the in
ternational scene, Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger has not
felt the bombasting of newsprint;
he has received only the inklings
of glory.
How does "Dr. Henry" do it?
Being a part of one of the most
unpopular presidential ad
ministrations in United States
history, and coupled with the
international incertitudes of oil,
he is still welcomed all over the
world; in Egypt he is probably

the only Jew who is treated like a
crown prince, in Peking he
receives the praises of Chairman
Mao, and in the fatherland from
which he once fled he is as good
as being "Willy's Brother "
Dr. Kissinger is a highly
capable diplomat. He has taught
Harvard and written some
at
impressive expositions
on
American foreign policy. But
how has he avoided the' sarcastic
comments of many of today's top
political critics? The answer can
be found in two words, "the
press."
Well-known newsman, Howard
K.
Smith,
recently
said
"Secretary Kissinger plays to the
press, and not against them." It

has been said that the reporters
on Kissinger's plane are the best
informed in the world. Daily he
gives press releases as detailed
as security measures allow. He
does not dodge the shot-gun
serendipity of news reporter's
questions; on the contrary, he
usually tries to answer them as
completely and concisely as
possible.
Apparently
the
newsmen find "Dr. Henry" some
sort of Santa Claus.
The Good Doctor is always
jetting from crisis to crisis
prescribing antedotes for colds
caused by communism or looking
for cures for petrolio. Most
Americans hope his success will
continue.

Williams will seek re-election

Williams Press
Often the barbs incur hostility.
Release
Peters encountered his worst
State Representative Herbert
mob when a wild group of welfare E. Williams (R-Kokomo) has
mothers picketed his newspaper announced that he will seek re
office. After quickly preparing election to the Indiana House of
himself for a rebuttal of their Representatives from District 26.
arguments and stepping into the
The house district is made up of
street, he discovered their anger
was directed only at the fact that portions of Grant, Howard,
they did not like the way he drew Madison and Tipton counties.
their faces. Reactions, however,
Williams is currently chairman
are usually much stronger; all of the Insurance and Cor
cartoonists receive daily hate porations
Committee
and
mail. In spite of this, the four vow believes he has built an out
to stay with their madness.
standing record as a legislator.

During his first session, Williams
sponsored 20 bills with 8 bills
being signed into law by the
governor. In the second session
eight of eight he sponsored were
signed into law.
Williams also served on the
County and Township Business
Committee and the Labor
Committee, from which the
Workmen's
Compensation
measures of the past session
were developed.
Williams also served as state
representative during the 1969-70

session of the Indiana General
Assembly. During that term he
was the only freshman legislator
to be assigned a chairmanship.
As chairman of the Welfare
Committee, Williams helped
establish the work incentive
programs that are now law. His
committee also developed the
current state Medicaid program.
His interest in human problems
was continued through the
current assembly as he in
troduced a successful bill to
provide tax incentives to com
panies hiring the handicapped

Nies to get doctorate in psychology
by Mark Sakuta
and
Lou Ann Craig
ECHO news writers
Charles
Nies,
assistant
professor of psychology, will
receive his Ph. D. in the area of
clinical
psychology
upon
graduation from the University
of Texas at Austin in June. He
has
completed
his
oral
examinations and has suc
cessfully defended his disser
tation
entitled
"Social
Psychological Variables Related

to Family Planning Among
Mexican American Females."
"At the time I began my
research there was considerable
concern about the population
explosion. There was also
evidence that family planning
among the disadvantaged was
minimally successful." He
continued, "My research focused
upon ways to improve family
planning programs in order to
more adequately meet the needs
of those using the services.I was
concerned as to why some

women were unsuccessful in tests. These were administered
adopting family planning even to 300 Mexican-American women
though they expressed an in shortly after the delivery of a
terest and seemed to have a need child. Factors Nies considered in
for such a program."
his study included personality
Nies began work on his doc v a r i a b l e s ,
demographic
torate in the fall of 1968. His study variables,
attitudes,
and
involved two years of course variables related to past
work, a year of internship in behavior.
psychotherapy, and two-and-oneA summary of the work will be
half years researching and included in Dissertation Ab
writing his dissertation. Data stracts. According to Nies, copies
was collected via hospital of the dissertation will be
records, a personal interview and available to interested Taylor
questionnaire, and personality. students.

Charles Nies
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Swan earns Ph. D.

KENNETH SWAN, assistant professor of English, recently
completed his doctoral requirements. Here he speaks with one
of his students in the halls of the Liberal Arts building. ECHO
photo by Scott McBeth.

Sister Mary

his doctorate. His sequence of another a Mennonite, and two
by Mark Sakuta
study included course work, four were non-Christians. Success as
ECHO news editor
Kenneth Swan, assistant five-hour written exams, an oral a Christian scholar on a secular
professor of English, completed exam over the course work, and campus requires one to have an
all his doctoral requirements at the written dissertation. The 175- open mind in pursuit of truth and
Ball State on Feb. 18 after a two page dissertation, a study of 15 a respect for another's point of
hour defense of his dissertation, Steinbeck novels, required a year view. Of course, if one is an
"Critical Perspectives on the of research and a year of writing. tagonistic, he will meet with
Fiction of John Steinbeck." He Finally Swan presented the antagonism. The Christian
will receive the Ed. D. in English manuscript to a committee of should be capable of presenting
during the May, 1974 com five Ball State faculty members his point of view while respecting
who questioned him for two hours that of others," Swan explained.
mencement at Ball State.
While expressing relief that his
"I've been very interested in on Feb. 18. He is now eligible for
doctoral study is complete, Swan
American literature, par the spring commencement.
As a faculty member of a hopes to continue writing in
ticularly
contemporary
literature in America. Two Christian college, Swan found various journals. One article will
aspects of Steinbeck appeal to little trouble maintaining a appear this spring in the
me. One is his artistic per Christian perspective throughout Christian Scholar's Review. The
Steinbeck Quarterly will soon
spective of contemporary events his doctoral work.
"Ball State is quite acceptant print one of his articles based on
from the 1930's to the 1960's. The
second is his element of com of various philosophies and is not the dissertation. Swan is also
passion toward the human particularly antagonistic to the working on a book of fiction
community, as in The Grapes of Christian perspective. One which studies the response of
Wrath, which I don't see in many member of the committee was a children to various parental
other contemporary writers. Buddhist, another a Quaker, environments.
Also, East of Eden and Winter of
Our Discontent show his concern
with the status of morality in
America," Swan said.
Swan spent five years earning

Art Guild furnishes
outlet for non-majors

by Debi King
Kathy Keene, secretary and
ECHO feature writer
Steve Officer, chaplain.
Six years ago several Taylor
Every Tuesday evening at 7
art students decided it would be
beneficial to form an art club p.m., the Taylor Art Guild meets
in the Art Building in LA 201.
something good." Sister Mary which would be open to any in Discussion of various aspects of
terested
students
regardless
of
Xavier Coens also finds that
art, and demonstrations of how to
creative drama motivates some their majors. After going through make certain projects take up the
the
legal
steps
of
forming
a
club,
types of mentally ill individuals,
full hour.
providing them with an outlet in the Taylor Art Guild became
This semester the Art Guild is
official.
which
to
release
their
Taylor Art Guild is still in offering several mini-courses
inadequacies.
and allowing a student to pick
Telling a story through noises? existence today although few two courses to attend each
students
are
aware
of
it.
It
is
Chiffon scarfs? These are just
evening.
Silk
screening,
many of the properties used in coordinated by the sponsor, Jack
photography, pottery, weaving,
Patton,
and
the
Taylor
Art
Guild
her exciting method of teaching.
painting, macrame and sculpture
All ages find creative drama officers: Tom Gross, president, are a few of the options.
Tex
Schockey,
vice
president,
interesting to watch, but the
understanding and enjoyment of
The year's biggest project is a
its dimensions are only ac
sidewalk art show this spring.
complished by direct in
Each student who displays a
volvement. In a mere three
project will have a chance to earn
minutes, the average classroom
Jack Van Vessem, director of some money at the same time.
can be transformed into a unique alumni affairs, will discuss "How Members of the Art Guild are
experience that is characteristic the Christian may arrive at his allowed to use any art supplies in
of creative drama.
own personal convictions." The the art department and may
discussion will take place at 9 work on their projects during
p.m. Sunday, March 10, in the their free time.
MCW main lounge, according to
Many students feel that they do
Mozelle Williams MCW Hall not have any talent in the area of
director. Anyone interested mav art, yet — they have never ex
attend.
perimented in any of the areas of
art. Steve Officer explained,
"Students can create a hobby to
express and enrich themselves."

Students learn creatively
by Nancy Jackson
ECHO feature editor
What is creative drama? Any
definition will be inadequate
unless it is experienced. This last
week Taylor was privileged to
host one of the leading authorities
in the instruction of creative
drama and allied arts, and she
invited anyone interested to
participate in her scheduled
sessions.
Sister Mary Xavier Coens
demonstrated her talented
teaching techniques to faculty
and students, intending that they
could apply their "experiences"
into their teaching approach.
During each session, she
demonstrated with elementary
age children the validity and
various options creative drama
can offer in the actual classroom.
In her opinion, "teaching the
teachers is the hardest task of all,
because they tend to be resistant
to deviations from the formalized
classroom approach," stated
Sister Coens.
"In its essence, I motivate the
creativity and imaginations of
the children through careful
setting of the climate for
creativity," continued Sister
Coens. "By interpreting selected
pictures or situations, and the
incorporation of music, I am able
to remove all of their inhibitions
and spark their attention and
increase their concentration."
She encourages the children
(her favorite subjects) to use
their senses of simple-playacting exercises, letting them
pretend both individually and
collectively with different
suggested situations. They sleep

on clouds, let a butterfly rest on
their left hand, and depart
completely away from the stiff,
structural methods of most ar
tistic approaches. Sister Mary
Coens feels that the expulsion of
the child's sensitivity in the
American classroom is tragic,
especially where formative
youthful minds are concerned.
The interest and attentiveness
in the faces of her pupils is an
accurate indication of the suc
cess of her unique approach.
Their imaginations are sparked
as Sister Coens transforms them
into a
piece
of
pop
corn... hot and compressed until
suddenly released in one moment
of explosion. (Most children are
quite expressive in their in
terpretation of the moment of the
bursting of the kernal!) They can
imagine almost any suggested
situation - - kings'and queens,
mice, or even a wild assortment
of animals. Her matchless
method of teaching attempts to
"bombard them with ideas, so
that each student grasps his own
fun thing to do, because
everything in their own eyes is
right/' commented Sister Coens.
Creative drama not only
functions to stimulate the
children's imaginations, but it
also serves as a type of release
for problem patients, as well as'
for mental cases. The immediate
given
to
reinforcement
the "boisterous" youngster in a
simple "My! You make an ex
cellent tree!" could very easily
win his confidence. An inferior
student is often times successful
in creative drama, and thrives in
knowing "that he at least does

Van Vessem

Monday, March
n
—
Professors Dinse and Swan.
Wednesday, March 13 — Rev.
Barrie Flit — United World
Mission, Florida.
Friday, March 15 -Youth
Conference Cabinet.

TAYLOR SPECIAL

Sister Mary Coens

20% off on all
Hallmark purchases
(with this coupon)
Stationary, cards, gift wrap,
books. Brides can register
in our wedding book.

Relax in Style

THE GIFT BOX
PHONE (317) 348-1403
State Road 3 North
HARTFORD CITY. IND

^oupon

206 W. Main
Hartford City
Offer Expires 3-16-74

Coupon
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Chapel g ins cross
by Lonni Zenkert
ECHO news writer
If you have been to the prayer
chapel this semester, you will
have noticed the contemporary
cross hanging on the front wall of
the chapel. This cross was
designed and constructed by
Vicki Smith Hall, thus fulfilling
her requirement for the art
capstone course.
During the first semester,
Charles Newman, director of
service operations, approached
the art department professors
with the idea of having a student
construct a cross for the prayer
chapel. Vicki was excited about
the prospect because it would
give her the opportunity to use
the design for a cross she created
during her freshman year for
fundamentals of design class.

A RECENT ADDITION to the prayer chape!it this cross design,

created by senior art major Vicki Smith Hall. The cross is made
of enameled steel rods and copper. ECHO photo by Scott McBeth.

The school provided the
necessary materials and Vicki
spent the month of January
working on the project. The cross
is made out of enameled steel

Slabaugh teaches botany
by Gavin Hogue
ECHO news writer

Slabaugh received his B.A. in Slabaugh is in charge of the
biology from Goshen College. He greenhouse. He plans to re
then attended West Virginia organize and arrange the plants
University, where he received his for suitable touring purposes,
M.S. with an emphasis in Forest while leaving space for ex
Pathology and his Ph.D. with an pansion and research.
emphasis
in
Vegetable
When asked how he feels about
Pathology.
Taylor, Slabaugh replied, "The
Since his arrival, Slabaugh has Taylor faculty has been ex
been teaching the general botany tremely cooperative in helping
class and plant and animal me to adjust to the sociological
ecology. Along with these duties, climate."

In January, Taylor received a
new assistant professor in
biology, Walter R. Slabaugh. He
is replacing Professor Harold
Snyder, who left full-time
teaching at Taylor to assume
administration of Au Sable, a
field station associated with
Taylor's biology department and
located in northern Michigan.

Band to tour Cincinnati
by Marabeth Johannes
ECHO news writer
Early this morning, the Taylor
Symphonic Band left to take a
concert tour of the Cincinnati,
Ohio area. The members of the
band will be staying in private
homes in Goshen, Ohio and will
perform in a church and several
schools there.
The band left Taylor in a
chartered bus at 6 a.m. and
played in the Goshen Middle
School this morning and the high
school this afternoon. Tomorrow
will provide an opportunity for
the band members to visit
cultural sites in the Cincinnati
area. Sunday the band will give
an evening concert at the Goshen

United
Methodist
Church
pastored by Rev. Bob Boyd,
former band director at Taylor.
"The band is reaching its
playing peak at the right time,"
said Corlyle Drake, *band
director. "We expect to have a
Christian outreach through our
playing and our visitation in the
homes, getting to know the
people in the community."
The tour not only serves as -a
tool to reach incoming students,
but also as an incentive to the
members of the band. The
positive attitude felt among the
band members is expressed by
Shirley Bettner, band chaplain,
"We can use music as a medium
to express our Christianity to
others."

MCRCKER'S
"Exquisite GUIs For Exquisite Tosteo"
Oifte
Cords
Fabrics Art Crofts

M30 E. Main St.

(Noxt teMirekor's'

GaiCter

J

Drifeldbd)

She began by braising the steel
rods together into a basic shape
using an acetylene torch. After
enameling the copper shapes, she
then epoxied them to the steel

by Cindy Ashenfelter
ECHO news writer
The Taylor Orchestra will
present its first concert of 1974
Tuesday, March 12, at 8:15 p.m.
in Maytag, according to Ben
jamin DelVecchio, assistant
professor of music.
The concert features a world
premiere of "Music for Tape
Recorder and Orchestra" written
by Dr. Frederck Shulze,
associate professor of music,
especially for the Taylor Or
chestra.
This 10-minute presentation
makes use of a tape composed
entirely of sounds developed at
Taylor on the synthesizer and
gong. In order to produce the
composite sound, as many as
four or five tracks (or rerecordings) were used, with
variations in ring, amplitude,
and frequency modulation.
Dr. Shultz has written and
arranged music for Christian
films, radio and television
programs, and has appeared
frequently in organ recitals in
Oregon, Washington, and the
Midwest. He has served as a

Wright to describe
transfer program
by Chet LeSourd
ECHO news writer
On Monday, March 11, Dr.
Larry Wright, coordinator of
activities for the Christian
College Consortium, (CCC), will
be on campus talking to the
faculty and any interested
students about new opportunities
availiable through the CCC. Dr.
Wright is also the director of
finance at Seattle Pacific
College. He will be meeting with
Ron Keller, chairman of the
Admissions Task Force of which
Dr. Wright is in charge.
Keller mentioned that one of
the things that will be discussed
during this visit is a new

program, sponsored by the
Consortium, called the Visitors
Student Program. "This new
program," stated Mr. Keller,
"hopes to make it soon possible
for a student to go to any one of
the 12 colleges in the Consortium
for one term without the hassle of
a lot of paperwork."
Some of the schools that are in
the CCC are: Gordon College
(Mass.), Houghton College
(N.Y.), Wheaton College, Bethel
College (Minn.), and Westmont
College (Calif.).
Dr. Wright will be available to
talk to any students about this or
any other new development in the
Consortium.

N. 8th St., Upland
( Next to Pierce Governor Co.)

church organist on the West
Coast, and has taught at Cascade
College and Wheaton College. He
was also a teaching assistant at
the University of Washington.
The Orchestra also will be
playing
Joseph
Haydn's
"Symphony No. 104 in D Major"
and Cesar Franck's "Symphony
in D Minor."

Civic Theatre
to produce
comedy hit
Marion Civic Theatre
Press Release
Moss Hart and George S.
Kaufman's ever-popular comedy
hit "You Can't Take It With You"
will be presented by Marion Civic
Theatre on Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday evenings, March
14, 15 and 16 in the Marion High
School Auditorium. This third
production of Marion Civic
Theatre's 1973-74 season, will be
directed by Adeline Nail, who
will be assisted by Jill Cheney.
The play takes place in the
Vanderhof family mansion
somewhere in New York during
the 1930's. Every member of the
Vanderhof family is dedicated to
"doing his own thing" from
snake-collecting to fireworks
displays.
However,
this
menagerie makes it difficult for
the Vanderhof's unmarried
daughter to be courted suc
cessfully by her wealthy and
socially-elite fiance.
The members of the cast are:
Bart Bartholomew, Reece Baird,
Verne Baird, John Clark, Susan
Dickey, Barbara Foust, Joe
Marley, Don Overman, Elaine
Roop, Jean Rosen, Carolyn
Schneider, Don Sutton, Steve
Taylor, Steve Varro, Faye
Wiegert, and Phil Winchell.
Tickets for this presentation
may be obtained at the
Auditorium Box Office, 750 W.
25th St., Marion. Curtain time for'
all three performances is 8 p.m.
FLOWERS AND

GIFTS FOR
ALL OCCASSIONS

Lloyd's

Private Parties
& Catering
674-4MS

rods.
Mrs. Hall has received many
compliments on her design. In a
letter from Milo Rediger,
president, she was congratulated
for her work and for making a
contribution to the worshipful
atmosphere. The art department
also expressed its pleasure with
the contemporary design.
Mrs. Hall concluded, "I always
wanted to use the design. I also
was glad for the opportunity to
contribute something to Taylor."

Orchestra prepares
for spring concerts

Open8a.m.-8 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Call us to arrange

Frit LiyMa* S Oft ttnppb(
AngbApmPlaaL

In expressing pleasure with the
student body, Slabaugh said,
"Students here are quite dif
ferent from a secular univer
sity."

rods and copper in rectangular
shapes. The enameling is done in
various shades of reds, oranges,
and yellows. Mrs. Hall decided on <,
those particular colors because,
"I like bright colors, and I
thought they would coordinate
with the red carpeting already in
the chapel."

703 N Baldwin Ave
(By-Pass)

998-2223
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Miss 'B' wins
big fight of life
by Bruce McCracken
ECHO feature writer

Spring
pops out

WITH THE WARM WEATHER of the last two weeks, scenes
like this may soon be popping up around campus. Last weekend
brought unseasonably high temperatures to the Indiana area.

SGO/SUB News
Senate discusses projects
by Mark Steiner
ECHO news writer
The student government senate
has begun meeting for the spring
semester. Senate meetings were
conducted on Feb. 18 and 25. A
summary of the major items
discussed on the two Senate
agenda follows.
Brenda Hendrickson, East
Hall, expressed the interest of a
group of students to use the SGO
van for transportation to witness
in Marion when The Exorcist is
shown. The Senate will take
action on sponsoring such a trip
when definite times and costs are
available.

Elections:

SUB
by Kathy Powers
ECHO news writer
Annual SUB primary elections
for the president and vicepresident of the Student Union
Board will be held the week of
March 11 in the Dining Commons
during the evening meal. The
final election will be during the
week of April 1, in the Dining
Commons.
Both the primary election and
the final election will be done by
paper ballots. After the
tabulation is completed, SGO will
announce the results in the
"News of the Day." The only
requirement for a candidate is
that he have a 2.0 grade point
average.
Darrel Goad, president of SUB,

Art Pelton, assistant to the
president, spoke to the Senate
concerning the lack of facilities
on campus for musical groups
and for public use by Taylor
students. This is a pressing need
for some groups because most
rooms suitable for such purposes
are under the control of the music
and speech departments. These
departments permit restricted
use of these facilities.
Jim Lynch, Wengatz Hall,
proposed a bill for the ap
propriation of $100 to be used by
the Reading Center to purchase
two cassette tape players. These
players would be available for
student listening use. The bill
said, "The purpose of the early
elections is because the newly
elected officers will need to spend
the rest of this year choosing
their board for next fall. There
will also be the first semester's
activities to be planned during
the last two months of this year."
Goad also said, "The purpose
of SUB is to provide en
tertainment and social activities
for the Taylor student body."
SUB will be sponsoring two
activities this weekend. Tonight
Tim Briggs will be in concert in
the Student Union, at 8:15 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m. Tonight and
tomorrow there is a recreational
trip to Brown County.

SGO
by Kathy Powers
ECHO news writer
SGO annual primary elections
for president and vice-president
will take place during the week of
March 11 in the Dining Com
mons. The final elections for the
officals will be during the last

TQ9H MAnSt »P.O ft* KL7 • tlplarxl TrkiiftnZAbS<tq
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Friday, March 8
Spring Band Tour through
March 11
Tim Briggs Concert — Union —
8:15 p.m.
Jet Cadets CAC — Maytag —
6:30 p.m.
Wrestling, NAIA — University
of Wisconsin.
Sunday, March 10
Morning Worship — Maytag —
10:30 a.m.
Evening Service — Maytag — 7
p.m.
Monday, March 11
Political Views, Jack Patton —
East Hall Lounge — 8 p.m.
Herron School of Art Student
Show through March 16.
Tennis, Wabash College —
There — 3 p.m.

Happening
Tuesday, March 12
Alpha Pi Iota—SL102 — 7 p.m.
Taylor Art Guild — Art
Building — 7 p.m.
Taylor Orchestra Concert —
Maytag — 8:15 p.m.
Photo Seminar — LA 140 — 7
p.m.
Wednesday, March 13
The Glass Menagerie—Little
Theatre—8:15 p.m.
French Club — South Hall
Conference Room — 7 p.m.
Thursday, March 14
Prayer Hour — 7 p.m.

Flowers for
all occasions .

MOORES F00DLAND
of Upland, Ind.
Welcomes Taylor Students

(hungary or otherwise!)

J

We now have Teleflora Service

UPLAND STANDARD SERVICE

and

MAIN & BERRY STS. - UPLAND, INDIANA 46989

Tolarod pKo+oocapVuc.

So ppVies.

F I U - Cameras -

week of March.
Students must run as a team
for the elections: one student
running for the office of
president, and the other running
for the office of vice-president. If
more than two teams petition,
SGO will have a primary elec
tion.
The requirements for the office
of president and vice-president
are: (1) the candidate must have
a 2.5 grade point average, and (2)
he must be a full time student
carrying 12 hours or more.
Regarding the function of the
new SGO officals, Mike Czerniak
said, "There's no set function.
They will have a budget and work
from there." He also mentioned
that the new SGO officers will
appoint students to the various
SGO committees.
SGO is a service for the
students. It is also a go-between
for the Taylor students and ad
ministration. SGO president and
vice-president, by definition,
direct and supervise SGO ser
vices.

What's

UPLAND

10% =ff
OO

was seconded by Dave Klopfenstein, Morris Hall, and passed
by the Senate, pending approval
by Dr. Robert Pitts, dean of
academic affairs.
The SGO Van Resolution has
been the subject of discussion in
the Senate. Sections of the
resolution need reviewing to
permit maximum use of the van
by students. These sections
regard the use of the van by SUB
and Christian Action Council.
Any student group interested in
using the SGO van, should con
tact an SGO senator or call the
SGO office, ext. 357, to find out
about provisions for the van's
use.

"Congratulations!" is a word
that Miss "B" is hearing
frequently these days from
student supporters passing her yi
the halls. No, she has not found
her prince charming; she has
won the biggest fight of her life.
It was Ruth Ann Brueninger,
assistant professor of religion,
against the three-man disser
tation board at Southern Baptist
Theological
Seminary
in
Louisville, Ky. Miss "B" has just
recently emerged the victor from
the fight. The prize, an EED in
Christian education - - yes, Dr.
"B" is the champ.
The "scrap" began three years
ago when Miss "B" decided to go
on to obtain a chance to be
heard and respected in her field.
The stage was set for three of the
mo^t frustrating years of Miss
"B's" life. She chose to research
the area of Christian family
camping, a field where there are
very few established authorities.
The title of her dissertation was A
Survey of Selected Denom
inational Family Camps.
The first round was over the
value of such a study. The board
felt that the study of family
camps was not enough of a
research project. Miss "B", in
her convincing way, persuaded
the board that his was a very
worthwhile subject. The outcome
- - Miss "B" won the first round.
The work and training began.
Miss "B's" apartment was
transformed into the central
writing and research center. A
large table was installed and a
typing staff was selected; the

work was ready to begin.
Miss "B" spent an entire
summer visiting Christian family
camps throughout the state of
Michigan. She visited five dif1
ferent denominational camps,
located at seven different sites
for 10 weeks. She said that the
experience was "great" and that
it provided "a new perspective"
on her fight strategy.
Rounds were fought con
stantly. Chapters were sent down
to be approved and were
returned rejected. Apparently
the board had a problem in
remembering what they had
said. Miss "B" seemed to think
that the problem was the
"constant changing of their
minds as to what the topic should
be after several sections of the
book were completed."
Fists were flying and each
competitor scored several good
blows. After a three-year brawl,
the fight was about to end. In the
final round, it was all or nothing;
she had either won the title or
would have to start all over
again. Miss "B" took her final
draft down to be approved and
returned without a fight - - the
victor! Miss "B" will ge given
her EED in May.
Miss "B's" comments after the
fight were, "I'm relieved and
numb." She continued, "It's a
load off my shoulders." Needless
to say, there was a wee bit of
excitement present in the victor's
voice. She felt that this ex
perience was one that kept her
trusting in the Lord, and greatly
added to her spiritual growth.
"These two things have made it
all worth the pain," she con
cluded.

tires — Tubes — Accessories

\»«.s

Fla*Wco

PHONE 998-7793

24-hour wrecker service
Jim Gonr ['•

GREENHOUSE
opposite
UPLAND SHOPPING
CENTER

998-7142
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'Breezing through'

Students travel in Mexico

by Nancy Jackson
activities. Explanations of the
ECHO feature editor
money system, general "do's and
Tourists are more than don'ts," and Spanish cultural and
welcome in the Latin American historical highlights were also
countries, but according to reviewed during the first week of
several Taylor students, being regular classes on campus.
tourists as well as students
The January snows came, but
guarantees quite an experience. 15 students and advisors escaped
Such was the Jet Series trip to them by leaving for Mexico City,
Mexico during Interterm, the Mexico. Before breezing through
first time inter-departmental international customs, the en
credit has been offered fa- study tourage enjoyed an evening
abroad.
landing by airplane over what
"It was not necessary for seemed to be an endless'
students to have studied Spanish metropolis of 10 million people
prior to their courses offered in
Mexico," stated the coordinator,
Carl
Qongwer,
assistant
professor of Spanish. "Those
students without a Spanish
language background acquired
some Spanish extremely fast, or
else learned how to stay with an
interpreter. We had no real
problem with their language, just
problems with those people
trying to speak English," con
tinued Gongwer.
During one week of orientation
on campus, individual objectives
and course requirements were
outlined. Actual daily instruction
consisted of approximately four
hours of seminars and lectures,
with the remaining time for independant study and leisure

nestled in the surrounding receive is the one conveyed by
mountains. This in itself was an our censored and prohibited
appropriate preview of the films and movies. They seem to
events to come.
stereotype all American females into a vulgar, exploited image,
The people for the most part and often times act accordingly."
were hospitable and noticeably
"We met so many people,"
curious about the United States. commented Wendy Wildman,
There were, on occasion, some "and there were a lot of kids our
uncomfortable
situations own age asking us questions
regarding the opinions that Latin about the United States." While
American men have about the residing at the El Salvador hotel,
American female. Gongwer at one time the management had
stated, "The only impressions to restrict the amount of visitors
that many of these countries interested in talking with the
Taylor students. Although they at
times encountered the cry of
"Yankee go home!" the majority
of the experiences with the
Mexican people was favorable.
Visitations to several of the
attractions in Mexico were in-cluded in the Interterm study. Of
particular interest were the
pyramids, the Olympic stadium,

Taylor Trojanes end
basketball schedule

Tri-State beats Taylor men
in conference tune-up
by Tim North
ECHO sports editor
Last Saturday the Trojan track
team warmed up for conference
competition with a preliminary
meet against Tri-State College.
Running in the Hershey Field
House in Angola, the Taylor men
were defeated 81-32.
A new experience for many
Trojan runners was competing
for the first time in an indoor
meet. This involved a big ad
justment for the Taylor men, who

had to adapt to the small 120-yd.
track. Even the track surface
was new for the visiting Trojans,
who ran .on a board floor instead
of rubberized asphalt.
Some of the track men were
able to overcome these obstacles
to turn in fine performances.
Four first places were won for
Taylor as Mark Younger finished
first in the 480-yard run, Taylor
Oliver won the 3480-yard run (the
2-mile), Steve Officer won the
long jump, and Warren Lesser

Menu
March 10-16
SATURDAY:

BREAKFAST: Sweet Rolls &
Hot Chocolate.
LUNCH: Hot Dogs, Chicken &
Dumplings.
DINNER:
Hamburgers,
French Fries.
SUNDAY:

BREAKFAST: Continental.
LUNCH: Baked Ham, BBQ
Chicken.
DINNER: Light Buffet.
MONDAY:

LUNCH: Hamburgers, Polish
Sausauge with Kraut.
DINNER: Ham Steak with
pineapple, Swedish Meatball.s.
WEDNESDAY:

BREAKFAST:
Scrambled
Eggs with Bacon Bits.
LUNCH: Angel Steaks, Pork
Chop Suey.
DINNER: Stuffed Pork Chops,
Fried Fish.
THURSDAY:

BREAKFAST: French Toast.
LUNCH: Tenderloin Sandwich,
Salisbury Steak.
DINNER: Spaghetti with Meat,
Buffet Style.

BREAKFAST: Fried Eggs.
LUNCH:
Flaked
Ham
8<
FRIDAY:
Cheese, Baked Lasagna.
DINNER: Country Steaks, , BREAKFAST: Creamed Eggs.
LUNCH: SUB Sandwich, Fried
Baked Beans & Sausage.
Scallops
TUESDAY:
DINNER: Swiss Style Veal,
BREAKFAST: Blueberry Hot
Chicken & Noodles.
Cakes.

Collegiate Tours To Europe And Israel
Six week tour of England, France, Italy, Austria, Swit
zerland, Germany and Holland. College students—$995.
Nurses and teachers, ages 22-39—$695.
Six week tour of England, France, Switzerland, Italy, Greece
and Israel. College students—$1095. Nurses and teachers,
ages 22-39—$785.
For information write

Dr. John F. Taylor
P.O. Box 545
Wheaton. 111. 60187

Palace of Fine. Arts, University
of Mexico with a special em
phasis given to the Wycliffe Bible
Translating Institute. During
what free time was offered, the
students enjoyed shopping and
additional sight-seeing.
"I enjoyed bartering with the
people in the open-shops, and I
found that my Spanish was im
proved by arguing over prices."
said Nancy Dusckas, "I wish we
could have stayed longer,
though." This was a popular
sentiment of the group as they
prepared to return to the Taylor
way of life.
After spicy
tacos and
sometimes unsanitary con
ditions, the food and atmosphere
of the campus was a welcomed
relief. But the souvenirs and
memories of the Interterm ex
perience are still far from
forgotten.

won the shot put. Oliver set a new
field house record of 9:33 in his
3480, and Lesser's put of 43'7%"
set a new mark in that event.
Other good performances were
turned in by several Trojans.
Officer, John Mazurik, and Joel
Johnson finished second, third,
and fourth in the 45-yard dash
with times of 5.1, 5.2 and 5.5
seconds respectively.
Kevin Stewart finished fourth
in the 45-yard hurdles with a 6.2
time. Paul Brady and John Good
finished second and third in the
960 with times of 2:24.2 and
2:24.3. Tim Reusser ran second
with a 4:56 time in the 1800, and
Brad Schrock brought home a
fourth with a 10:18 time in the
3480.
In other field events, Mark
Cathers followed Officer's
winning long jump with a 18'1"
jump of his own, and Dean Criss
followed Lesser's new shot put
record with a 39'5%" toss. Also,
in the pole vault Tom Hough
cleared 10'6" to net a fourth spot
for Taylor.
The Trojans will have another
preliminary meet next weekend
at the University of Chicago, in
preparation for their first home
appearance on Youth Conference
Weekend (March 30). At that
time, the Taylor team will run
against Indiana Central, the
defending state champs, and
Ohio Northern University.

B

by Brenda Hendrickson
ECHO sports writer
The Trojane basketball team
has recently concluded their '73'74 season with an improvement
over last years' record, ac
cording to Mary Edna Glover,
instructor of physical education
and coach of the Trojanes, along
with Sheldon Bassett, assistant
professor of physical education.
This years' record was 5-5
without tournament play and 6-7
over-all. "We have come a long
way this year, learned a lot,
progressed, and eventually came
out on top," Miss Glover com
mented.
In recent play in the Northern
District Tournament, Taylor lost
to Ball State, beat Manchester,
and then suffered a disappointing
loss by one point to Valparaiso,
41-40.
Freshman Andrea Walters led
the Trojanes in scoring this
season with an average of 10.1
points per game and had a season
high of 25 points in a game
against Manchester. Cindy Durr
came in second in scoring with a
9.6 average.
Audrey Satterblom, Paula
Striffler, and Marilyn Diener
played their last game for Taylor
at the districts, as they are the

Patton Talk

by Joe King
ECHO news writer
Jack Patton, professor of art, is
speaking on the subject of con
servative politics on Monday,
March 11.
Patton is interested in world
political events and has spent
considerable time reading in this
area and talking with politicians.
He stated, "I feel it a must to
share information with others.'
Patton has shared with others
through pamphlets and books,
and has engaged in chalk ar
Cont. from page 2
tistry. He replied, "I enjoy this
please everyone, but as Joe has because I feel I am, in a small
said, he is willing to discuss any way, warning others of the
political maneuverings behind
changes and suggestions.
the scenes to destroy the
At your service:
Martha Beach, Lois Giegler, sovereignty of the United
Judy Hammer, Linn Heaney, States."
Patton will speak in East Hall
Brenda Hendrickson, Carol
Reece, Gail Roessler, Holly Lounge at 8 p.m. The discussion,
is open to all that are interested.
Speirs

Letters cont.
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senior members of the team.
Miss Satterblom, who has played
for Taylor for four years, was the
leading re-bounder and the cocaptain of this years' team.
"I enjoyed the good learning
experience from working under
two good coaches and learned
many things spiritually and
emotionally through the past
season," Miss Satterblom
remarked. She added, "We have
come a long way since four years
ago when I began playing."
Co-captain Paula Striffler
commented on the season:
"Under good coaching, I
developed valuable inter
personal relationships between
team-mates and experienced
growth in all aspects of life—
especially in attitudes and
motives. I feel that attitudes and
motives are a key in any sport."

MARION

115 No. High St.
(on the square)
Hartford City
34&2Q65
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Tennis Schedule

T-3 p.m
Wabash College, Ind.
March 11
T-3 p.m
University of Dayton, Ohio
2
April
T-3 p.m
University of Louisville, Ky.
5
T-l p.m
6
Berea College, Ky.
T-3 p.m
Carson-Newman, Tenn.
8
T-3 p.m
East Tennessee State, Tenn.
9
T-3 p.m.
10
TBA
T-3 p.m.
11
High Point College , N.C.
T-3:30 p.m.
12
University of North Carolina, N.C.
H-3 p.m
16
Depauw University, Ind.
T-9:30 p.m.
18
Anderson College, Ind.
Ball State, Ind.
T-12:30 p.m.
20
Northern Illinois University,111. at Ball State -3 p.m.
20
H-3 p.m.
22
Purdue University, Ind.
H-3 p.m.
23
Earlham College, Ind.
H-3 p.m.
27
Hillsdale College, Mi.
H-3 p.m.
Defiance College, Ohio
30
T
May 2, 3, 4 HBCC, Wilmington, Ky.
T-3 p.m.
Butler University, Ind.
6
H
10, U District 21 Tournament

TAYLOR TENNIS sports six returning lettermen in Pepper Goad and Mike Server. ECHO photo by
Larry Taylor, Art Jones, Chet LeSourd, Neil Black, Scott McBeth.

Taylor tennis starts season
with preliminary victory
by Bill Line
ECHO sports writer
Taylor tennis begins next
Monday and the defending
Hoosier-Buckeye Conference
Champions anticipate a tough
season involving several large
universities.
According to team captain
Mike Server, "The hardest
schedule ever for a Taylor tennis
team" will include matches
against such tennis powers as the
University of North Carolina,
which has been ranked sixth in
the NCAA. The schedule also
includes East Tennessee State,
Carson-Newman, and High Point

College, all ranked schools in the
NAIA.
A blend of veterans and rookies
will make this year's team tough
to upset as perennial conference
champs. Back as experienced
veterans will be Server, Pepper
Goad, Chet LeSourd, Neal Black,
and Art Jones.
Their play will be com
plimented by the work of several
newcomers including Rod
Shaffer, Brian McEachern, and
Don Granitz.
Last Friday the Trojan netters
prepared for the season's
competition with an indoor
match at the Kokomo Tennis

Club in Kokomo. Playing against
two club pros and other club
members, the Taylor men
brought home a win by a match
score of 6-3.
Winners in singles competition
were McEachern, Server, Black,
and Jones. Doubles matches
were won by the Server — Goad
combination and the Black —
McEachern team.
Regularly scheduled matches
for the Trojans will begin
Monday at Wabash College.
Their first home appearance will
be after spring break on April 18,
against Anderson College, at 3
p.m.

Trojane Softball Schedule

Start five-game schedule

Trojanes adopt softball team
by Brenda Hendrickson
ECHO sports writer
This spring the Taylor athletic
department will introduce a new
sport into its program: women's
softball. Dr.. Joanne Peppard,
associate professor of physical
education, will coach this years'
team and senior Connie Tom
pkins will gain coaching ex
perience by assisting her.
Dr. Peppard has had various
experiences in coaching softball
and has also played herself. She
has coached summer leagues at
Illinois Wesleyan and Indiana
State.
Thirty-nine women began

practice on Monday in the field
house for this years' team. Dr.
Peppard will need to trim this
group down to 15 players by April
1. Over half of the women have
had some type of previous ex
perience such as playing in
summer
leagues,
church
leagues, or in their high schools.
Dr. Peppard is very ap
prehensive concerning the up
coming season. "The key to
winning in the college ranks is
pitching, mostly, and also being
able to move on the bases," she
commented. Pitching prospects
include Phyllis Vance, Jann
Clevenger, Beth Amber, and Lisa
Harrison. "The other teams on

HUNGRY ? ? ?
Why not visit his in Gas City?

SOLUS SHURWAY
HOME OF

FOODS

this years' schedule are veteran
teams and most of the teams
we'll play have many ex
perienced players. Many of their
players participate in the
Amateur Softball Association
Clubs during summer months,"
concluded Dr. Peppard.
The Trojanes will open their
season April 19 at Ball State.

HUGHES

April 19

Ball State

(T)

April 22

Purdue

(T)

April 25

Manchester

(T)

May 1

Ball State

(H)

May 4

I.U.

(T)

DICTIONARIES
WEBSTER
Library size 1973 edition, brand new,
still in box.
Cost New $45.00

Will Sell for $15

Deduct 10% on orders of 6 or more

Make Checks Payable to

CLEANERS

DICTIONARY LIQUIDATION

Doily pick-up

THE ECHO

and delivery
at Bookstore
Hartford
City
348-3110

ANGLE ACRES PLAZA — GAS CITY

FIVE NEWCOMERS round out the '74 edition of the Taylor
tennis squad. Gary Carnefix, Dave Monson, Bob Taylor, Don
Granitz and Bruce McEachern will be valuable additions.
ECHO photo by Scott McBeth.

and mail to
Taylor University
Upland, Indiana 4*989

C.O.D. orders enclose 1.00 good will
deposit. Pay balance plus C.O.D. shipping
on delivery. Be satisfied on inspection or
return within 10 days for full refund. No
dealers, each volume specifically stamped
not for resale.
Please add $1.25 postage and handling.

